Subscribe to Open empowers libraries to use their collection budgets to make world-leading review journals open to everyone. The pilot program, including five Annual Reviews titles, launches in 2020.

Annual Reviews invites experts to synthesize knowledge for the progress of science and the benefit of society. OA is the optimal way to disseminate this highly valued content… but OA mandates and APCs don’t apply.

5 JOURNALS
- Annual Review of Cancer Biology
- Annual Review of Environment and Resources
- Annual Review of Nuclear and Particle Science
- Annual Review of Political Science
- Annual Review of Public Health

MORE IMPACT ... AT LOWER COST
Subscribers pay less—a 5% discount is applied to Subscribe to Open titles—and increase the impact of their spend. The only way to have access is to participate.

OUR GUARANTEE
The five titles will publish with CC BY licenses if all our subscribers renew. More journals will move to Subscribe to Open if the pilot succeeds.

CONTACT YOUR ANNUAL REVIEWS REPRESENTATIVE

www.annualreviews.org | sales@annualreviews.org | 800.523.8635 or 650.493.4400

CC BY 4.0